UMZIMVUBU CATCHMENT CONSERVATION PROGRAMME

Phase 1 strategy outline
RESTORATION OF ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
THROUGH LOCAL STEWARDSHIP

Draft January 2011

GLOSSARY
Umzimvubu river basin / catchment: all tributaries and tertiary catchments that feed the Umzimvubu river from its
source to the sea, consisting of T31 to T36 and T60 whose estuaries are impacted by sediment flow from the
greater Umzimvubu system. The total area extends for 2,5 million hectares and comprises the area of influence
for the proposed 20 year strategy.
Umzimvubu upper catchment: the uplands area of the catchment comprising the source of the Umzimvubu and Kinira
rivers and covered by the Matatiele Local Municipality, an area of approximately 435 000 hectares. Consists of
grassland biome with small pockets of mistbelt forest.
Please refer to the Umzimvubu baseline overview document for explanation of other references
ACRONYMS
ANDM

Alfred Nzo District Municipality

CC

Climate change

CSA

Conservation South Africa

DEA

Dept Environment Affairs

DEDEAT

Dept Economic Development, Environment Affairs & Tourism (provincial)

DPLG

Dept Provincial & Local Government and housing

DRD&LA

Dept Rural Development and Agrarian reform (formerly Land Reform)

DWA

Dept Water Affairs

DM

District Municipality

ERS

Environmental & Rural Solutions, local CSA partner based in Matatiele

EGS

Ecosystem Goods and Services

IDP

Integrated Development Plan of Local Government

KBA

Key Biodiversity Area (as per CEPF priority areas in MPAH)

MPAH

Maputaland Albany Pondoland Hotspot

NWA

National Water Act (Act of 1998)

PES

Payments for Ecosystem Services

SANBI

SA National Biodiversity Institute

WFW

Working for Water OR Working for Wetlands

WSA

Water Service Authority, normally forming part of the DM
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‘The Umzimvubu is a catchment which simultaneously has both the
most water and the greatest poverty in South Africa’
-
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Marna de Lange, CSIR

Foreword

The Umzimvubu river basin is one of the last free flowing, wild rivers of South Africa. From where it rises in the South
Western Drakensberg to where it empties out in the Indian Ocean it traverses a variety of different landscapes, social
settings and biomes.
To those who live along its banks it represents opportunity, hope, despair, livelihood and heritage all enveloped in one
emotion that is difficult to fully comprehend if you did not grow up on its banks.
Much of the landscape that gives context to the river is riddled with scars caused by poor policies and sheer human
pressure. Taking a closer look however reveals pockets of rich habitat and the
remains of once rich ecosystems.
These lands and the people that live on the bank of the river are in need of a new approach to conservation and
restoration to secure their livelihoods, water supply and ecological integrity.
The plans laid out in this document represent such an approach. It aligns with the Provincial Department’s biodiversity
plans and supports the work civil organizations are facilitating in the affected communities.
Above all it represents an approach where economic upliftment and environmental conservation are no longer seen as
opposing forces but are understood to be different sides of the same coin that cannot be
separated.
These envisaged pilots will give invaluable information and provide crucial lessons which will set the tone for these living
landscapes in the years to come.
Yours Sincerely,
Cobus Theron
Regional Manager : Environmental Affairs - Alfred Nzo

PROVINCE OF THE EASTERN CAPE
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
CSA’s vision is that South Africa’s Hotspots are restored and maintained to provide water, food and climate change
resilience for the long-term benefit of people and nature. To achieve this, CSA is committed to a 20 year Umzimvubu
catchment conservation programme.
The project proposes the establishment of a catchment management strategy and restoration plan for the Umzimvubu
River corridor, with implementation commencing with strong stakeholder collaboration and demonstration projects in
the Upper Catchment, aimed at the expansion and implementation of principles and techniques to the wider catchment
over the next two decades.
The proposal is for an action-learning and systems approach, aimed at restoring and protecting catchment integrity and
stability, improving livelihoods and resilience of ecosystems and economies, through sound institutional co-operation
The catchment restoration and management strategy and demonstration projects aim to be a major job creation
initiative, with a multiplicity of long-term benefits in line with the presidential priorities of integrated rural development,
job creation, appropriate pro-poor infrastructure development and service delivery. However, a key focus of the strategy
is to move away from the business as usual EPWP approach, towards fostering good stewardship and sustainable small
enterprises which can support the restoration and maintenance of intact ecosystem services.
This programme has been ‘phased’ into manageable chunks, as summarised in the catchment overview. This document
covers phase one, a five year period, which will focus on establishing the programme in the upper catchment zone in an
attempt to address the primary threats to the watershed services facing the wider Umzimvubu catchment. The
timeframe and phasing of the full 20 year programme are outlined as follows:

PHASE

TIMING

KEY OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES of EACH PHASE

1

Years 1 - 5

Awareness & Action learning: focus on establishing demonstration projects in collaboration with
existing initiatives, develop baselines for the area through research and M&E framework, formalise
collaboration and extract lessons learnt. Establish seller side of PES structures through
stewardship. Identify possible buyers / markets. Develop basic policy strategy.

2

Years 6 - 10

Replication: share lessons learnt into possible models/approaches, replicate or upscale projects in
wider river basin geography based on models from demonstration, formalize governance
processes, policy influence through advocacy based on lessons learnt.

3

Years 11-15

Policy influence & Adoption: supporting governance structures to adopt working models for
improved catchment management, expand in wider catchment, bigger policy focus and influence

4

Years 15 -20

Entrenchment: measure wider ecosystem impacts from initial phases, provide ongoing support for
improved governance and policy, continued monitoring and advocacy, finalise exit strategy with
responsibility for communal PES management resolved

The vision for the first phase is to build stewardship capacity among community groups in the upper Umzimvubu
catchment through establishing replicable demonstration projects which restore watershed functions, and to position
these groups as sellers of such services to be integrated into t he Green Economy.
This five year programme, located in the Matatiele area of the upper Umzimvubu catchment in the northern Eastern
Cape, seeks to demonstrate and foster improved catchment stewardship on a sustainable basis, as a means for securing
biodiversity and healthy ecosystem functions, which underpin livelihoods, boost resilience to climate change impacts and
fortify South Africa’s transition towards a Green Economy. The strategy is based upon collaboration between local and
national role players, building on existing initiatives, to raise the profile of watershed services and place it meaningfully
within the wider economy. This will be pursued through the development of incentives, mechanisms and extension
support for target communities and land owners to restore and maintain healthy ecosystems on their lands within their
respective tenure contexts.
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1.2 Demographic profile of target area
Phase one will focus in the upper portion of the catchment, defined as the Uplands zone in the ecosystem profile, located
in the Alfred Nzo District, primarily in the Matatiele Local Municipality which comprises 435 000 hectares. This area
includes two tertiary catchments, T31 and T33, and occurs over 1200m in altitude, located in the grassland biome with
pockets of mistbelt forest totalling 600ha and over 30 000 hectares of wetlands. It is rated by the ARC as 50% moderately
degraded.
The Uplands zone population is approximately 250 000 people, mostly living in rural settlements with a density of 15
people per square kilometre. Unemployment is higher than the national average, with most rural dwellers dependent
upon grants, remittances and the landscape for their livelihoods.

1.3 Ecosystem services
An extract from the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment report (2003) refers to an ecosystem as a dynamic complex of
plant, animal, and microorganism communities and the non-living environment, interacting as a functional unit. Humans
are an integral part of ecosystems. Ecosystem goods and services are the benefits people obtain from ecosystems,
including:





provisioning services such as food and water;
regulating services such as flood and disease control;
cultural services such as spiritual, recreational, and cultural benefits; and
supporting services, such as nutrient cycling, that maintain the conditions for life on Earth.

1.3.1 Value of services
The MDTP PES trading model (2007) notes that the URV (Unit Reference Values) for water alone in the Umzimvubu
catchment is very high at 8,28, i.e. not cost effective, but when combined with the benefits associated with carbon
sequestration and sediment reduction, the URV is 0.48, i.e. very feasible and an attractive natural capital investment
option. This provides an excellent incentive for water services authorities to contribute towards ecosystem services
restoration in the upper catchment, whereby such investments will reduce the long term costs of water treatment and
ensure sustainable supply. This can provide the basis for PES trading agreements, which will need to be augmented to
sustain long term catchment health.
In addition to improved habitat and biodiversity value, the natural capital value of a restoration intervention cannot be
overemphasized. It is estimated by the MDTP report that the total additional base flow in the Upper Umzimubu after
3
3
restoration would be in the region of 4 million m per annum, with sediment reduction of 7.3 million tons / 5 million m
per year. The carbon sequestration value of an intact / restored catchment is calculated at 337 718 tons per year. The
savings with respect to reduced infrastructure damage and maintenance have not been quantified, but the District
Indicates that it spends tens of millions every year on disaster mitigation. The contribution towards climate change
resilience is also not quantifiable at this stage. However, for an estimated restoration cost of R9 million per year, the
return on water alone is an estimated R13 million at a middle economic value and R27 million at a high economic value.
Combined with the potential benefits of carbon trading and tourism, plus increased returns on livestock and agricultural
activities, the cost benefit ratio is clearly outstanding.
Stakeholder feedback during the consultation process indicated that the perceived regional priorities with respect to
these services are water supply, closely followed by household food production, carbon sequestration and disaster risk
management, as shown in figure 1 below.
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Ranking (perceived importance regionally)

Figure 1: Regional ranking of ecosystem services in Umzimvubu Catchment by Alfred Nzo
stakeholders.
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1.3.2 Threats
Many of the services which the upper Umzimvubu catchment provides are under threat from a variety of inappropriate
land uses and alien plant infestation, resulting in degradation and the inability of the ecosystem to provide these services.
Degradation in the Umzimvubu area is immediately observable as soil erosion, damage to infrastructure, water supply
shortages and loss of grazing. This has direct livelihood impacts on the people resident both in the area and downstream.
The National Freshwater Ecosystem Profile Assessment indicates that the river conservation status is vulnerable at best.

Figure 2: South African river conservation status, from BGIS, SANBI
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This situation is detailed in the UMZIMVUBU CATCHMENT OVERVIEW, and summarised in table 1 below:

TABLE 1: ECOSYSTEM SERVICES AND MAIN THREATS IN THE UPPER UMZIMVUBU CATCHMENT
Services provided to people by a healthy
environment

Main factors /threats decreasing the service

Water provision-Quantity/Amount

Alien invasive plants, commercial plantations, soil compaction and
ploughed lands, degradation of groundcover increasing storm run-off

Water provision-Quality/Clean

Sedimentation, sewage, agri-chemical pollution

Disaster Risk Mitigation (e.g. flood protection, drought
reserves)

Overgrazing and too frequent burning, inappropriate road design,
inappropriate agriculture

Protection of infrastructure from erosion and
sedimentation--roads/bridges/dams

Overgrazing and too frequent burning, inappropriate infrastructure,
inappropriate agriculture

Long-term grazing fodder provision

Overgrazing, too frequent burning

Nature-based tourism assets

Decrease in diversity, decrease in flora and fauna populations, poor
waste management

Household food production

Introduction of input-dependent household food production systems; poor
soil, water, and vegetation management

Protection of fisheries

Sedimentation, sewage, agri-chemical pollution

Provision of raw materials for household use, (e.g.
medicines, energy/fuel, housing materials)

Over harvesting

Carbon sequestration

Grassland degradation through poor range management and frequent
burning

Responses to the key threats to these prioritised ecosystem services indicated opportunities for strategic interventions by
CSA in the form of possible projects and livelihood interventions, which guide the type of actions and activities
comprising any intervention, and which complement existing initiatives. Stakeholder discussions revealed a set of
preferred and possible responses which would be appropriate for the first phase. The proceedings from workshops held
on 18/10/2011 and 3/11 refer.
These responses are discussed in section 2 and 3 below in the form of projects and activities.

2. PROPOSED STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
2.1 Philosophy underlying the approach
CSA seeks to test CI’s global hypothesis outlined below in figure 3, that healthy ecosystem services lead to human wellbeing. The first phase will focus on establishing appropriate restoration and stewardship models on communal and
private land, through six demonstration pilot projects. The pilots will develop the capacity of the sellers and the value
of the land and maintenance services they will sell, through building stewardship capacity. Such response actions align
strongly with the restoration focus recommendations made in the widely acknowledged PES valuation manual for the
Drakensberg watershed area, the Ecosystem Services Trading Model (MDTP, 2007), which directly links restoration with
improved base flows and reduced sedimentation impacts in the river.
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Figure 3: Conservation
International hypothesis
that healthy biodiversity
lead to improved human
well-being through a
sustainable green economy
approach based on good
stewardship and payment
for ecosystem services

In line with this approach, the strategic framework of the CSA Umzimvubu conservation programme is based on the
following four sustainability pillars, as outputs of an intervention towards achieving a Greener Economy In South Africa:

Figure 4: Umzimvubu catchment response strategy and desired outputs
GOAL: HEALTHY ECOSYSTEM FUNCTION OF UMZIMVUBU CATCHMENT, PROVIDING
SERVICES AND BENEFITTING LOCAL & DOWNSTREAM PEOPLE

Foundations for
Ecosystem
Stewardship
SOCIAL CAPITAL

Secured
ecosystem
functions &
biodiversity

Restoration
Economy
through trade
agreements

Governance /
Policy Shift
towards green
Economy

NATURAL
CAPITAL

ECONOMIC
CAPITAL

INSTITUTIONAL
CAPITAL

IMPLEMENTATION OUTPUTS

ENABLING ENVIRONMENT OUTPUTS

To test the PES and stewardship hypothesis, CSA proposes to work with both the supply and demand side of the
ecosystem service market for water in SA, and has the following Theory of Change for both land-users (sellers) (in Table
2) and water users and policy makers (buyers) (in Table 3) below.
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TABLE 2: THEORY OF CHANGE FOR LAND USERS IN THE UMZIMVUBU RIVER SYSTEM.
If : Implementation/outputs
We obtain relevant knowledge on sustainable and cost effective rangeland management activities for improved
water services in the pilot catchments;
And we promote and provide training to land users and extension officers on these activities;
And land users develop strategies and governance to implement them
And: Outcomes
They are able to get financial or other rewards from water users (private or government) for the improved
management
And they re-invest/expand commitment to providing improved grazing services; water quality and quantity
(through contract renewal with a PES buyer)
And competent agriculture/conservation extension and monitoring staff are in place to ensure ongoing compliance
And the number of land users who engage in verified PES contracts increases
Then: Effects
The ecosystem functions will be restored
And threats water quality and quantity will be reduced
And South Africa’s people, particularly on communal rural areas, will be more resilient to the impacts of climate
change
The first phase will focus on establishment of the service (ecosystem and land maintenance/sellers) and identification of
buyers. This phase cannot guarantee buyers, but can explore trade possibilities and begin to broker agreements. It will
also identify possible income streams such as sale and processing of biomass, plus increasing returns from land based
resources and livestock.

TABLE 3: THEORY OF CHANGE FOR WATER USERS AND POLICY MAKERS (BUYERS OF THE ES)
And the opportunity for replication at scale can be demonstrated
And: Outcomes
And water users and/or government agency(ies) recognise the value healthy ecosystems contribute to water quality
and quantity
And PES models and programs (private and government driven) are enabled by legislation
And buyers enter into PES contracts with land users and adopt ecosystem based approaches
Then: Effect
And threats water quality and quantity will be reduced
And South Africa’s people, particularly on communal rural areas, will be more resilient to the impacts of climate
change
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2.3 Outcomes
The strategic outcomes of the five year programme will include:
i.

Improved land conditions and watershed services at 6 project sites in the upper catchment covering at least
100 000 ha;
Establishment of a range of stewardship groups which can position themselves as sellers of ecosystems
services towards the end of the first phase;
Three project areas with six demonstration sites forming the basis of replicable models for policy and
advocacy towards a Green Economy;
Increased returns to land rights holders and owners (sellers) through improved ecosystem health, in the
form of livestock quality, income for maintenance activities, sale of land based products, etc
Identification of interested buyers for ecosystem services and income streams which will contribute
towards the maintenance of these services by sellers.
A comprehensive database of monitoring information providing indicators of ecosystem status

ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

The services to be paid for or sold will include:
restoration and maintenance of riparian zone to increase water release and basal flow, with decreased
infestation in grassland and improved basal cover and composition;
Transformed grazing regime and adherence to burning plan to improve basal cover and grassland biodiversity
and vigour

Phase 1 will take the form of an Action Learning approach, seeking to satisfy the strategic pillars / outputs through
systematic research, monitoring and demonstration. It aims to create awareness, and to empower and educate
community members, local authorities and other stakeholders on the merits of ecosystem stewardship. This foundation
is critical to ensure that the PES model gains acceptance in the subsequent phases of the 20 year programme.
The championing of PES in the country must be underpinned by solid research. Internationally, many PES projects have
been marred by poor baseline studies and lack of scientific investigation of the actual benefits delivered. CSA, in
promoting a Green Economy policy in the country, must base the approach as a whole on rigorous scientific research. In
this, there are significant opportunities for partnerships with other relevant research and implementation organisations,
including SANBI.

3. PUTTING THE STRATEGY TO WORK – PROPOSED PROJECTS
3.1 Outline of main components
CSA proposes to establish an Umzimvubu co-ordination unit based in Matatiele, which will facilitate two key
interventions within the first phase, i.e:
-

-

creating an enabling environment through programme co-ordination, policy and co-ordination support for
relevant catchment issues, co-ordinate research and monitoring of river status and veld composition, and
supporting the implementation at demonstration sites, plus
an action learning approach based on implementation of demonstration projects clustered across the upper
catchment in five main nodes, which will include on-the-ground interventions to establish stewardship groups
which can commence the restoration activities for securing improved ecosystem services, in response to the
problems outlined above. These will include three land tenure types, i.e. communal, private and state protected.

The two key interventions outlined above will be implemented in the form of 12 key projects, four under the
‘enabling environment’ component and eight pilot demonstration sites. These are detailed further in section 4.
The eight demonstration projects are located in five main nodes in the upper catchment. These projects will focus on
on-the-ground interventions to establish stewardship groups which can commence the restoration activities for
securing improved ecosystem services, in response to the problems outlined above.
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These will include:
-

management of alien plant infestation through appropriate clearing and control
improving basal cover through a revised livestock and burning range management approach
extending and linking biodiversity stewardship areas on private land and promoting Green Choice and
Biodiversity & Red Meat Initiative
brokering and securing PES agreements between the Matatiele Nature Reserve and water users in Matatiele
town, as a basis / ground breaker for other potential agreements in the catchment, possibly including the
Ntenetyana Dam Mt Frere supply.

The phase will be centred around five geographical areas, each with one or two demonstration projects that have been
selected based on the following criteria:
Presence of existing institutions willing to collaborate to achieve the catchment vision
Presence of active local groups such as savings clubs, CWP groups and small enterprise based CBOs
Alignment with critical biodiversity areas
Critical catchment areas under threat
Alignment with restoration and services potential identified in the MDTP trading model outline (2007)
Existing or upcoming funded activities
The projects are described in table 4 below, with further detail and budgeting provided in section 4.

“ it is very useful to view sustainability as
an emergent property of stakeholder
interaction, and not just a technical
property of the ecosystem.”
Dr Mark Dent, catchment management specialist,
UKZN, from CMA Leadership newsletter 127

Figure 5: representatives of Masupha Savings Club, Mamohaou Home Based Care, LIMA, Sikhulumi Bawu Women’s group, DEDEA, ERS
and Working For Water/IDT at Masupha drop in centre during demonstration site selections.
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TABLE 4: POSSIBLE DEMONSTRATION / PILOT FOCUS AREAS IDENTIFIED IN UPPER CATCHMENT (MATATIELE MUNICIPALITY)
LAND
AREA /NODE
SIZE ha
ROLEPLAYERS INVOLVED
KEY ACTIVITIES
TENURE
Alfred Nzo Municipality WSA
Communal
Ntenetyana dam
300 ha
Implementation of removal of 300ha of alien infestation in this catchment for the Mt Frere town.
Traditional Authority
catchment (T33G)
Communal

George Moshesh (T33B)

40 000

Communal

Mvenyane (T31H)

10 000

Private

Cedarville conservancy

20 000

State
protected
area

Matatiele Nature
Reserve

4 750

Enabling environment
support and coordination

100 000

ECPTA
Mehloding Trust
Save Act
ASAP Home based care for OVCs
LIMA
DEDEAT
Mvenyane stock farmers
ANDM CBNRM alien clearing
ANDM water service authority
(proposed Ntibane water
scheme)
Cedarville Mvenyane Farmers
Assoc
Cedarville Conservancy
DEDEAT
ECPTA
Matatiele Municipality
DEDEAT
ECPTA
Alfred Nzo WSA
Local businesses and ratepayers
All stakeholders identified in
preparation phase as part of
Umzimvubu Catchment
Partnership programme

Alien clearing through stewardship arrangements with existing groups (savings Club, OVC board, etc) as a
service provider
Range management support: Grazing and fire regime management, plus small stock predator and poaching
interventions. Establish eco rangers and provide support for BRI Possible wetland delineation as a birding
sanctuary and tourism attraction within the wider landscape use.
Range management support for grazing and fire regime management, plus small stock predator and
poaching interventions. Establish eco rangers and provide support for BRI.
Indigenous forest and associated species protection and monitoring, through protection of margins from
fire and aliens, plus alien clearing to sustain catchment water release
Range management support for grazing and fire regime management, plus small stock predator and
poaching interventions. Establish eco rangers and provide support for BRI.
Promote market incentives/partnerships with corporations for Biodiversity and Red Meat / Dairy Initiative

Establish and implement best practise land management (including alien clearing, erosion control, etc)
Establish agreement between buyer and seller to sustain catchment maintenance

Facilitation of a catchment co-ordination body which will provide a network of support roleplayers
Research, monitoring and evaluation for phase 1 activities. Includes biomonitoring of river sites across the
upper catchment in conjunction with DWA hydrology section, and development of baseline spatial
databases including the Green Choice Farmer Field Book Database.
Broker and formalise PES agreements within the pilot sites. Build institutional capacity and establish
formal land use agreements and conservancies in the following areas: Matatiele Nature Reserve and
Cedarville conservancy, for the Matatiele reserve and water users / WSA at District level, and for Mt Frere
water agency and Nteneyane Dam Catchment.
Engage and develop markets: Business engagement and capacity building for water neutral programmes
that will provide long-term funding for the project sites and amplification.
Policy level support for decision makers and advocacy for catchment issues such as dam construction
Small enterprise development based ecosystem stewardship opportunities e.g. biomass processing, waste
recycling, food security, sanitation, etc. Based on SKEPPIES approach developed in Northern Cape.

These areas are shown in figure 6 below, and unpacked into the 10 ‘projects’ described in section 4
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Figure 6: phase one - five year focus area in the upper Umzimvubu & Kinira catchment, in tertiary catchments T31 and T33
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3.2 Key activities
The core activities can be summarised as:
a.

Facilitate community consultation through PRA and appropriate techniques to establish and support
stewardship groups at eight active pilot demonstration projects
b. Develop range and alien management agreements with stewardship groups and affected land users for
communal grazing lands, which would include range use and fire regime planning, predator and stock loss
management, livestock improvement, alien plant clearing and biomass processing. This will include at least
50 000 hectares of land under improved management.
c. Facilitate stewardship agreements with private land owners to link Matatiele Nature Reserve and
Cedarville conservancy, and foster Green Choice and BRI initiatives
d. Develop robust monitoring framework for the catchment through sound research and GIS database
development to manage information on the catchment baseline and project impacts (e.g. hectares cleared)
with respect to the full range of ecosystem services and goods, their status, and potential project and policy
responses to be implemented over the 20 year strategy. This will include a detailed hydrological study and
biomonitoring of riverine sites, based on historic and current information and realistic interventions for
ensuring long term water supply for the increasing population which simultaneously ensures sustained
healthy services throughout the length of the catchment. Will also include detailed mapping and projection
of threats, as well as GIS based monitoring of progress and changes.
e. Develop appropriate stewardship and related technical training material for capacity building workshops
held with land users, stewardship groups and farmers on sustainable farming, stewardship philosophy and
practise, institutional efficiency, Green choice Alliance guidelines, monitoring and evaluation, alien clearing,
predator management, etc.
f. Facilitate training and capacity building though use of materials and relevant tools in outreach.
g. Establish Framer Workbook monitoring system with communal and commercial farmer groups, involving
at least 50 farmers, to record base line and changed scenarios related to changes in land management
practise. This should result in the extension of land under some type of formal protection (conservancy or
other appropriate mechanism) by at least 20 000 hectares, with measurable value increases for the
improved services provided by this land.
h. Develop network of stakeholders in upper Umzimvubu areas and along catchment as capacity building and
learning exchange. Co-ordinate and foster network to share best practise, advocate on and respond to
catchment issues, and collaborate for holistic catchment management
i. Collaborate with SANBI and other relevant roleplayers to explore and broker sustainable stewardshipbased PES agreement for Matatiele area, as well as potential buyers for services and products, including
biomass from alien clearing, through appropriate financial mechanisms which can contribute towards
stewardship costs
j. Establish local catchment newsletter, the VUBUZELA, as a networking, educational and policy influence
tool. Relevant communications materials will be developed to share lessons and information such as
through website, articles, local newspaper, policy briefs, etc and communicated through various media
channels. Compile and distribute on quarterly basis to all target groups including policy level.
k. Explore potential markets to finance and incentivise sustainable land and water management- including
EPW, Corporate social responsibility with private sector, carbon market (small potentials) and national PES
funding. This will also involve the development of financial trust for ongoing incentives support.
l. Promote green economy policy to influence planners and decision makers to improve compliance with
environmental and biodiversity legislation. Integrate lessons and provide technical inputs into national
policy to support incentive mechanism for restoration of ecosystem services - includes National Water
Resource Strategy inputs to support watershed services, Green economy strategy, National Climate Change
Response Strategy adaptation flagship pilot implementation and also supporting SANBI and DWEA in the
development of a National Ecosystem Services framework and strategy of implementation. Other potential
areas of input include the new growth strategy, national planning commission and fiscal reform processes.
m. Align and integrate lessons internationally through the CI policy engagements on ecosystem based
adaptation and water (to some extent REDD) under the CBD (including Business and BD initiative),
UNFCCC (including NWP) and UNCCD and GWAA as well as potentially the Ecosystem Services Partnership
(ESP) and IPBES (through SANBI and DEA)- at least 1 annual international event will be attended and
presentation of learning’s provided.
n. Facilitate at least one international exchange on learning’s around PES in SA , including potentially Kenya,
Mexico, Brazil and Costa Rica (and others) to be facilitated by CSA.
The details of activities required for the implementation of each demonstration project are provided in section 5.
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4. CORE FUNCTIONS AND ROLEPLAYERS
4.1 Local collaborative roleplayers
The implementation of projects will be carried out in close collaboration with local partners including ERS, DEDEAT,
LIMA, Save Act, DRD&AR, ASAP, Mehloding Trust and DWA. This has the advantage of building on established
reputations, credibility and trust, and pooling resources for enhanced outcomes.
A full list of over 27 stake holders is provided in the Stakeholder engagement summary report. This includes the
following key civil and state roleplayers which have an active presence in the upper catchment:
State and parastatal regulatory bodies:
DEDEAT Alfred Nzo regional office
DRD&AR Alfred Nzo regional office
DWA provincial office
SANBI Grasslands Programme
Eastern Cape Parks & Tourism Agency

Local non-government organisations:
ERS
LIMA, Save Act and ASAP
Mehloding Trust
EC NGO coalition

Local government:
Alfred Nzo District
Matatiele Local Municipality

It should be noted that collaboration and the presence of active organisations involved in existing implementation
of projects is an asset to the establishment of CSA’s programme and achievement of its strategic vision and
outcomes. Several existing initiatives already contribute towards the monitoring and research aspect of the
catchment conservation strategy, and such organisations have indicated willingness to collaborate and explore PES
and stewardship opportunities within their existing interventions. A structured monitoring and evaluation system
supported by CSA can add immeasurable value to the work being done in the catchment. This can strengthen the
achievement of outcomes and reduce the budget requirements if well co-ordinated through the enabling
environment support.

4.2 Core functions and proposed organogram
The requirements to undertake the proposed strategy include overall support and direction from the CSA national
office, as well as a local co-ordination and implementation unit based in the upper catchment, possibly in Matatiele
town as an accessible central point with necessary services, to support the following functions:
FUNCTION

NO. STAFF

a. Overall Umzimvubu programme management and co-ordination, including policy work and
fund raising
b. Technical advisors to co-ordinate implementation
sustainable agricultural/land use and alien management
alien ecology and management
stewardship and M&E co-ordinator with GIS basics
c. Administration and communication

1

d. Community liaison officers based at communal demonstration sites

4 x Part time

e. Office space as a central contact area

Shared?

3

Part time

These posts could take the form of full contract posts as CSA employees, or secondments from partner organisations
whereby agreed time and performance deliverables provide the basis for sub-contracting for a 5 year period.
Community liaison officers could be seconded from existing village based organisations and paid on a stipend basis
to assist with daily facilitation, stewardship support, record keeping, liaison, awareness and compliance monitoring.
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PROPOSED ORGANOGRAM for UMZIMVUBU PROGRAMME CO-ORDINATION & COLLABORATION

CSA director & technical support staff
(Policy, Green Choice, communications,
admin and financial support)

POLICY & STRATEGIC LEVEL
RESEARCH & SUPPORT

SANBI
Grasslands
programme

Umzimvubu programme manager

LOCAL OPERATIONAL LEVEL COORDINATION & FACILITATION

LOCAL BENEFICIARY &
ACTION LEVEL

Sustainable agriculture
advisor / project
co-ordinator

Stewardship & M&E
advisor / co-ordinator

Research
institutions
Alien clearing advisor
/ project co-ordinator
Local government
COLLABORATION

Field liaison
officer per
project

Field liaison
officer per
project

Field liaison
officer per
project

Cedarville –
Matat
Conservancy
& farmers

Mvenyane
Livestock
owners &
farmers

Masupha
Livestock
owners &
farmers

Field liaison
officer per
project

Field liaison
officer per
project

Ntenetyana
dam alien
clearing
teams

Menjine /
Black
Diamond
community

State Departments
and para-statals

Local NGOs

Local CBOs
Eco-rangers
Small
enterprises
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Stewardship co-ops
Small
enterprises

Small
enterprises

Small
enterprises

& NETWORK
PARTNERS

5. POTENTIAL PROJECT LOGFRAME and BUDGET FOR PHASE ONE
As outlined in section 3.1 the following projects are proposed:

UMZIMVUBU CATCHMENT CONSERVATION PROGRAMME - PROPOSED ECOSYSTEM INTERVENTIONS FOR PHASE 1 (5 YEARS) UPPER CATCHMENT

1. SUPPORT AND CO-ORDINATION TO CREATE ENABLING ENVIRONMENT
COMPONENT
1.1 Catchment coordination network

1.2

Research,
monitoring
and
evaluation

OUTPUTS

MAIN ACTIVITIES

All role players and
activities in upper zone
shared in common
forum subscribing to
vision
Profile / representation
on relevant forums
affecting catchment
status
Best practice lessons
captured for sharing
within network and
through policy work

a.

Sound database of
historical and current
hydrology and bio status
of upper catchment
developed as baseline
for monitoring changes

a.

b.

c.
d.

b.

c.
d.
1.3 Policy and
advocacy:
contribute
towards local
and global
good practice

1.4 Small Grants
Fund and
enterprise
catalysation
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Published papers
recording and sharing
pilot experience
Input into legislation
such as green papers
affecting land use and
biodiversity issues

a.

5 small enterprises
making income through
recycling waste,
biomass processing or
associated ecosystem
service activities

a.

b.
c.

b.

INDICATORS

KEY STAKEHOLDERS

TOOLS &
METHODOLOGY

RESOURCES REQUIRED

Identify and contact all relevant role players
and establish forum, roles, expectations and
MoU
Facilitate regular meetings to share progress,
learnings, support new initiatives, react to
urgent issues and challenges, share best
practice to inform
policy level efforts
Produce quarterly newsletter “Vubuzela’ for
communicating catchment activities and news
Link forum with policy issues and vice versa

network of support
roleplayers for
actions and
stakeholders in the
area,
advocacy platform
and profile around
sustaining the
healthy functioning
of the Umzimvubu
catchment

As listed in stakeholder
engagement summary
report
District Water Services
Authority
Matatiele Local
Municipality
Working for Water,
Matat nature reserve,
ECPTA and
Mehloding trust

Quarterly meetings with
minutes and action
accountability etc
Vubuzela newsletter
compilation
Record and share
implementation
experiences and lessons

Management support
Admin & communications
support
Stewardship co-ord
Meetings costs (venue,
catering, travel, admin)
Printing and distribution of
quarterly Vubuzela newsletter

Develop and maintain robust monitoring
system based on GIS to efficiently establish
baseline and incorporate all programme M&E
information
Collaborate with DWA hydrology section to
identify sites and establish monitoring system
to track base flow changes at hydrology and
biomonitoring sites
Select and train local monitoring officers as
part of stewardship capacity development
Respond to emergency situations with
appropriate action

Concise database
which
8 sites with monthly
data contributing
towards picture of
catchment status
Collaboration with
DWA hydrology
section

DWA hydrology section
for Umzimvubu
catchment
Stewardship groups in
project areas

SASS and microbial river
health monitoring
Volume and quality
measurements through
local testing lab
Monthly sampling at each
site
Database producing trends
and comparison, with
thresholds indicating
problems

Policy / advocacy to development drivers in
area, specifically Local authorities
Develop stewardship training curriculum /
modules for replication
Food security support through conservation
agriculture

WfW & EPWP
approach shifts
SADC shifts
COP / AGWA CBD

Local governance
structures
Departments involved in
land use policy

Research and Policy
papers compilation
Participation in relevant
forums
Stewardship models from
other experiences adapted
for local application

Management support
Green choice advisor
Agric co-ord
Stewardship co-ord
Alien co-ord
Field officers to collect
hydrology data and samples
Transport
Co-ordination and data
processing
Field Equipment: GPS,
biomonitoring, GIS software, etc
Management support
Policy advisor
Stewardship co-ordinator
Agric co-ordinator,.
Alien clearing co-ord
Travel to participate in policy
and networking events

5 SMMEs registered
as small businesses
with positive
turnover
Waste processing /
buy back centre

Save Act
Matatiele Municipality LED
and waste sections
Biotech

Skeppies fund approach
(small grants to viable
groups)
Financial literacy and
economic and institutional
development support

Management support
Policy advisor
Stewardship co-ord
Alien clearing co-ord
Workshop and awareness costs
Material development

Capacity building support and guidance for
emerging small businesses linked to
ecosystem restoration and sustainable use
Provide support for local municipal efforts and
by-laws for waste awareness and recycling
efforts for upper catchment settlements
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ESTIMATED
BUDGET
R1 100 000

R822 000

R652 000

R847 000

Does not
include

c.

Reduced solid waste in
landscape affecting
water sources, due to
waste having buy-back
value and through
increased consumer
awareness
biomass processing
established and markets
secured

d.
e.

Explore biomass sale and processing
opportunities e.g. charcoal, furniture, etc
Schools awareness and outreach programme
- facilitation and links with WESSA and
DEDEAT
Respond to funding and collaboration
opportunities

established for
Matatiele town

Recycling and buy-back
models for small town
application
School outreach through
DEDEA and WESSA
Ecoschools links

(awareness)

small
grants,
which will
need to be
sourced
from
DBSA,
SKEPPIE
S,
LOTTO,
etc

2. IMPLEMENTATION / ACTION LEARNING AND DEMONSTRATION PILOT SITES
A. GEORGE MOSHESH & ONGEUKSNEK DEMONSTRATION AREA (40 000 ha, communal land in T33B Q5) in wards 13 & 14, Matatiele Local Municipality
COMPONENT
2.A.1.
Alien clearing in
upper Seeta
river catchment

OUTPUTS
20m wide corridor
cleared along 40km of
riparian zone and
adjacent catchment /
200 ha of alien
infestation removed
Communal stewardship
group established

MAIN ACTIVITIES
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
2.A.2.
Improved Range
management

Agreement on 10 000
ha range
management system
10% improvement in
basal cover

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
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Establish baseline, through mapping and
planning priority areas for clearing, with costing.
Include historical spread from aerial photographs
for understanding threat and monitoring control
effectiveness.
Establish flow measurement and biomonitoring
record at current weir and downstream site
(obtain original figures when weir constructed in
mid 1990s) (in line with 1.2 above)
Facilitate stewardship awareness and formalize
group with possible payment system. Identify
capacity needs.
Facilitate specific training (clearing, first aid,
general) and stewardship
Facilitate clearing activities
Explore possible income streams e.g. biomass
sales and processing (BioTech)
Monitor and tweak stewardship approach and
extract learnings for model
Engage livestock owners and facilitate dialogue
through awareness.
Establish baseline (mapping, stock numbers,
conditions, value, livelihood contribution,
carrying capacity, etc) and targets
Identify grazing areas, with rotation and burning
plan agreed
Collaboration with extension service for
management support
Facilitate system through camps or eco-rangers
Identify and implement predator control strategy
Monitoring (basal cover, stock numbers and
condition, values, etc
Identify markets and link suppliers
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INDICATORS
At least 200 ha alien
infestation cleared
along 50km riparian
zone in 2 years
Regrowth and
spread contained
Stewardship Group
established and
keeping records

KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Chief J Mosheshoe
Ward 13 committee
Headmen Ntate
Ramotsamai and G.
Moshoeshoe
Savings clubs (27
people)
Mahamao OVC
Board
Sikhulumi Bawu coop
Little Flower HBC
group
(Total approx 100
people in existing
institutions already
active in area)

Burning plan
adhered to (burn on
schedule, not
annually)
Grazing areas
adhered to
Basal cover
improving
Livestock quality
improvement and
improved returns

Livestock owners
Nature Reserve
Forum
DRD&AR extension
service
Leadership as
above

TOOLS & METHODOLOGY
GIS mapping including
historical encroachment from
1980s orthophotos to present
HLSA / PRA for participant
groups and wider community
Stewardship manual…..
Training: Appropriate Clearing
techniques and herbicide use;
financial management;
institutional development;
grassland rehabilitation after
clearing; first aid; basic life
skills etc
Biomonitoring of river health
and flow volumes using SASS
in conjunction with DWA

PRA for database
development of stock
numbers and current value.
Capture Indig Knowledge
GIS mapping extent of veld
and rotation grazing areas
Veld assessment transects
for monitoring basal cover
and composition
Eco ranger facilitation
Predator management
strategy
Farmer Field Workbook
monitoring & evaluation

RESOURCES REQUIRED
Management support
Local liaison officer stipend @
R1500/month
Technical support for officer and
stewardship group (alien co-ord)
Initial clearing R4000/ha x 200,
including task based wages ,
equipment, transport, etc
(supplement with WfW, biomass
sales and District funds)
Training 10 sessions @ R10 000
Mapping & monitoring specialists

Local liaison officer stipend @
R1500/month
Technical support for officer and
stewardship group (agric coord)
Eco ranger stipends
R500/month x 2 pple x 48 mo
Training 10 sessions @ R10000
Mapping & monitoring
specialists
Management support
Experimental fencing section &
predator management tools

ESTIMATED
BUDGET
R5 375 000

R1 727 000

B. MVENYANE AREA (approx 10 000 ha in communal land in T31H, ward 21 Matatiele Local Municipality)
PROJECTS

OUTCOMES

2.B.1.
Alien management
and forest margin
protection in
Mvenyane river
catchment

PROJECTS

30m buffer for 10km
of mistbelt forest
margin established
with 100ha improved
habitat
Increased water flow
from cleared riparian
areas
Stewardship group
for forest protection
established and
functional

OUTCOMES

2.B.2.
Range management

Agreement on 10
000 ha improved
range management
system
10% improvement
in basal cover
Appropriate
communal predator
management
strategy

MAIN ACTIVITIES
a.
b.
c.
d.

MAIN ACTIVITIES
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
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Mapping, identify priority areas and buffer
zone
Facilitate stewardship training including
burning management, birding, first aid, tree
knowledge, etc
Develop baseline of species and IK inventory
for status monitoring
Monitoring status and compliance

Facilitate dialogue through awareness.
Establish baseline (mapping, stock numbers,
conditions, value, livelihood contribution,
carrying capacity, etc) and targets
Identify grazing areas, with rotation and
burning plan agreed
Collaboration with extension service for
management support
Facilitate system through camps or ecorangers
Identify and implement predator control
strategy
Monitoring (basal cover, stock numbers and
condition, values, etc
Identify markets and link suppliers
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INDICATORS
At least 200 ha alien
infestation cleared along
50km riparian zone in 2
years
Regrowth and spread of
alien plants contained
Stewardship Group
established and keeping
records, generating
income for maintenance
services

INDICATORS
Burning plan adhered to
(burn on schedule, not
annually)
Agreed grazing areas
adhered to
Basal cover improving
Livestock quality
improvement and
improved returns
Predator management
improvement –
decreased losses,
increased presence

KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Headman Ntlola and
Headman Njeje
Ward 21 committee
District CBNRM group

KEY STAKEHOLDERS
8 villages with
livestock owners
Leadership structures
as above including
traditional headmen
and ward committee
Local farmer and
conservancy rep
Robert Rawlins as
advisor

TOOLS &
METHODOLOGY
GIS mapping of
forest margin extent
and status (species,
etc)
Eco ranger
facilitation
Facilitation and
capture of IK
Alien clearing best
practice techniques

TOOLS &
METHODOLOGY
PRA for database
development of
stock numbers and
current value.
Capture Indig
Knowledge
GIS mapping extent
of veld and rotation
grazing areas
Veld assessment
transects for
monitoring basal
cover and
composition
Eco ranger
facilitation
Predator
management
strategy
Farmer Field
Workbook
monitoring &
evaluation

RESOURCES REQUIRED
Management support
Local liaison officer stipend @
R1500/month
Technical support for officer and
stewardship group (alien co-ord)
Initial clearing R4000/ha x 200,
including task based wages ,
equipment, transport, etc
(supplement with WfW, biomass
sales and District funds)
Training 10 sessions @ R10 000
Mapping & monitoring specialists
RESOURCES REQUIRED
Management support
Local liaison officer stipend @
R1500/month
Technical support for officer and
stewardship group (agric coord)
Eco ranger stipends
R500/month x 2 pple x 48
months
Training 10 sessions @ R10
000
Mapping & veld monitoring
specialists
Fencing for 100ha experimental
section

ESTIMATED
BUDGET
R5 375 000

ESTIMATED
BUDGET
R2 593 000

C. MATATIELE – CEDARVILLE CORRIDOR (T33A, T31F AND G, Wards 20 and 21, Matatiele LM)
PROJECTS

OUTCOMES

2.C.1.
Matatiele Nature
Reserve PES
agreement and
implementation

Establish payment
/trade agreement
between Reserve and
water user association
/ District for Matatiele

MAIN ACTIVITIES
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

2.C.2.
Extending
Conservancy
corridor and
promoting BRI
(Biodiversity and
Red Meat Initiative)
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Establish and secure
20 000 ha biodiversity
stewardship corridor
along 1750m contour
linking 4700ha
Matatiele Reserve
and 10 000 ha
Cedarville
Conservancy
Establish Green
Choice market links
and product supply
with commercial
farmers

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Develop baseline on flows and quality,
Develop detailed mapping of catchment
threats, and
Plan priorities for restoration, with values for
services including water, sediment reduction,
carbon sequestration and tourism
Broker PES agreement between seller and
user / buyer
Facilitate training and stewardship for ‘seller
group’
Support clearing and catchment restoration
activities
Monitoring of progress and use of learnings
for replication
Mapping of biodiversity priorities and possible
areas for habitat conservation on private land
linking Matatiele Nature reserve and
Cedarville conservancy
Contact land owners and facilitate dialogue,
identify issues and support requirements
Facilitate legal mechanisms for land use
agreements and habitat protection, including
rates exemptions
Facilitate Farmer Field workbook process
Explore Green Choice opportunities and
market possibilities for free range beef, local
produce and dairy options
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INDICATORS
WSA paying for water
services rendered by
Matatiele Nature reserve
catchment
Tourism levy
contributing towards
catchment maintenance

35 000 ha under
improved stewardship
with land use compliant
with habitat protection
requirements
Participating famers
receiving increased
returns from improved
livestock and land use

KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Alfred Nzo WSP
Matatiele Local
Municipality
EC Parks & Tourism
Agency
SANBI Grasslands
programme

Cedarville Conservancy
Matatiele Nature
Reserve
Private land owners and
farmers between
Cedarville and Matatiele
belonging to Cedarville
Mvenyane Farmers
association
EC Parks & Tourism
Agency
Matatiele Local
Municipality

TOOLS &
METHODOLOGY

RESOURCES REQUIRED

PES brokering
Alien clearing and
management
Erosion restoration
Stewardship
facilitation
GIS based Monitoring
and evaluation

Co-ordination & management
Stewardship coordinator
PES specialist
Clearing and restoration works @
R2500/ha x 40ha

Stewardship promotion
and awareness
Farmers Field
Workbook
GIS and ground truth
based Biodiversity and
ecological assessment
and habitat delineation
Consultation and
facilitation
Compliance with
Conservancy
establishment under
NEMPA (Protected
Areas Act)
Compliance with and
optimization of
Matatiele Rates Policy
for exemptions for
compliant land use and
protected areas

Management support
Stewardship co-ordinator
Agric co-ord
Green Choice support
Farmers workbook materials and
admin / data capture
GIS and ecological mapping
specialist and
stewardship network sharing

ESTIMATED
BUDGET
R 473 000

R 445 000

D. NTENETYANA DAM CATCHMENT (T33G)
PROJECTS

OUTCOMES

2.D. Ntenetyana
dam catchment
clearing and forest
protection

30m buffer for 10km
of mistbelt forest
margin established
with 100ha improved
habitat
Increased water flow
from cleared riparian
areas
Stewardship group
for forest protection
established and
functional

MAIN ACTIVITIES
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Establish baseline, through mapping and
planning priority areas for clearing, with
costing. Include historical spread from aerial
photographs for understanding threat and
monitoring control effectiveness.
Establish flow measurement and biomonitoring
record at springs and downstream site
Facilitate stewardship awareness and training,
formalize group with possible payment system.
Identify capacity needs.
Facilitate specific training (clearing, first aid,
general) and stewardship support
Facilitate clearing activities
Explore possible income streams e.g. biomass
sales and processing (e.g BioTech)
Monitor and tweak stewardship approach and
extract learnings for model
Mapping, identify priority areas and buffer
zone
Facilitate ongoing stewardship training
including burning management, birding, first
aid, tree knowledge, etc
Develop baseline of mistbelt and grassland
species and IK inventory for status monitoring
Monitoring status and compliance

INDICATORS
At least 300 ha alien
infestation cleared within
in 2 years
Regrowth and spread of
alien plants contained
Stewardship Group
established and keeping
records, generating
income for maintenance
services
Agreement for
generating income to
support catchment
maintenance secured

KEY STAKEHOLDERS
Traditional leadership
Ward committee
Village residents from
Ntenetyana area

TOOLS &
METHODOLOGY
GIS mapping of wattle
jungle and forest
margin extent and
status (species, etc)
Eco ranger
facilitation?
Alien clearing best
practice techniques
HLSA / PRA for
participant groups and
wider community
Stewardship
manual…..
Biomonitoring of river
health and flow
volumes using SASS
in conjunction with
DWA

RESOURCES REQUIRED
Management support
Local liaison officer stipend @
R1500/month
Technical support for officer and
stewardship group (alien co-ord)
Initial clearing R4000/ha x 200,
including task based wages ,
equipment, transport, etc
(supplement with WfW, biomass
sales and District funds)
Training 10 sessions @ R10 000
Mapping & monitoring specialists

ESTIMATED
BUDGET
R7 375 000

E. MENJINE BLACK DIAMOND COMMUNITY
PROJECTS

OUTCOMES

2.E. Menjine land
restoration and
conservation
agriculture
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Agreement on 2
000 ha improved
range management
system
Uptake of
conservation
agriculture
practises and
decrease in soil
loss
10% improvement
in basal cover
Appropriate
communal predator
management
strategy

MAIN ACTIVITIES
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Facilitate dialogue through awareness.
Establish baseline (mapping, stock numbers,
conditions, value, livelihood contribution,
carrying capacity, etc) and targets
Identify grazing areas, with rotation and
burning plan agreed
Collaboration with extension service for for
conservation agriculture support
identify and clear alien invasives around
springs
Identify and implement predator control
strategy
Monitoring (basal cover, stock numbers and
condition, values, etc
Identify markets and link suppliers
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INDICATORS
Improved agricultural
yield through appropriate
use of arable lands and
livestock optimisation
Burning plan adhered to
(burn on schedule, not
annually)
Agreed grazing areas
adhered to
Basal cover improving
Livestock quality
improvement with
improved returns
Predator management
improvement –
decreased losses,
increased presence

KEY STAKEHOLDERS
ECNGOCO
LIMA
2 villages with
livestock owners
Leadership structures
as above including
traditional headmen
and ward committee

TOOLS &
METHODOLOGY
PRA for database
development of stock
numbers and current
value. Capture Indig
Knowledge
GIS mapping
Veld assessment
transects for
monitoring basal
cover and
composition
Conservation Agric
training & practise
Farmer Field
Workbook monitoring
& evaluation

RESOURCES REQUIRED
Management support
Local liaison officer stipend @
R1500/month
Technical support for officer and
stewardship group (agric coord)
Eco ranger stipends
R500/month x 2 pple x 48
months
Training 10 sessions @ R10
000
Mapping & veld monitoring
specialists
Fencing for 100ha experimental
section

ESTIMATED
BUDGET
R2 000 000

NOTE:
All budgets shown here are initial and not finalised, and include local management, facilitation and support costs, specialist advisors/consultants where required,
administration, transport, training, development of awareness and advocacy materials and policy support.
A large component is the cost of clearing alien invasives to develop best practice stewardship approaches towards a sustainable PES methodology, as well as the
development of a Biodiversity & Red Meat Initiative through the Green Choice programme.
A comprehensive stewardship outreach and support programme is being developed, and material to assist with outreach in included in this budget.
Total 5 year project budget estimated at R28 784 000, annually costing R 5 756 000. Please refer to budget spread sheet below for further details.
Note that this operating budget provides the basis for a functional Umzimvubu programme office and core staff for a 5 year action learning phase, which will enable
effective response to threats and opportunities, as well as being a collaboration and stewardship champion for the wider catchment.
Some of these project are partly funded at present, or have funds pending.
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LINE ITEMS 
PROJECTS 

STAFF COSTS
LOCAL OFFICE

SPECIALISTS /
CONSULTANT

TRAINING

TRANSPORT

MATERIALS

ADMIN

OTHER 1 e.g.
printing,
labour, etc

PROJECT
SUBTOTAL

ANNUAL
COST

R 50,000

R 1,100,000

R 220,000

1. ENABLING ENVIRONMENT & COORDINATION
1.1 Co-ordination, networking & quarterly media

R 390,000

R 120,000

R0

R0

R 480,000

R 60,000

1.2 Research, M&E

R 584,000

R 20,000

R0

R 48,000

R 50,000

R 120,000

R0

R 822,000

R 164,400

1.3 Policy & Advocacy, fundraising

R 482,000

R 20,000

R0

R 50,000

R0

R 65,000

R 35,000

R 652,000

R 130,400

1.4 SGF & SMME/ enterprise support

R 474,000

R 40,000

R 50,000

R 48,000

R 100,000

R 60,000

R0

R 847,000

R 169,400

R 1,930,000

R 200,000

R 50,000

R 146,000

R 630,000

R 305,000

R 85,000

R 3,421,000

R 684,200

R 957,000

R 80,000

R 100,000

R 78,000

R 100,000

R 60,000

R 4,000,000

R 5,375,000

R 1,075,000

2.A.2. Range management

R 1,139,000

R 80,000

R 100,000

R 48,000

R 250,000

R 60,000

R 50,000

R 1,727,000

R 345,400

SUBTOTALS

R 2,096,000

R 160,000

R 200,000

R 126,000

R 350,000

R 120,000

R 4,050,000

R 7,102,000

R 1,420,400

R 957,000

R 80,000

R 100,000

R 78,000

R 100,000

R 60,000

R 4,000,000

R 5,375,000

R 1,075,000

B.2.1. Range management

R 1,953,000

R 80,000

R 100,000

R 50,000

R 300,000

R 60,000

R 50,000

R 2,593,000

R 518,600

SUBTOTALS

R 2,910,000

R 160,000

R 200,000

R 128,000

R 400,000

R 120,000

R 4,050,000

R 7,968,000

R 1,593,600

2.C.1 PES Matatiele Nat Res
2.C.2 Conservancy corridor & BRI

R 171,000

R 40,000

R 40,000

R 12,000

R 50,000

R 60,000

R 100,000

R 473,000

R 94,600

R 229,000

R 24,000

R 10,000

R 57,000

R 20,000

R 80,000

R 25,000

R 445,000

R 89,000

SUBTOTALS

R 400,000

R 64,000

R 50,000

R 69,000

R 70,000

R 140,000

R 125,000

R 918,000

R 183,600

TOTALS

R 7,336,000

R 584,000

R 500,000

R 469,000

R 1,450,000

R 685,000

R 8,310,000

R 19,409,000

R 3,881,800

Alien stewardship projects

R 1,914,000

R 160,000

R 200,000

R 156,000

R 200,000

R 120,000

R 8,000,000

R 10,750,000

R 2,150,000

Range management projects

R 3,092,000

R 160,000

R 200,000

R 98,000

R 550,000

R 120,000

R 100,000

R 4,320,000

R 864,000

SUBTOTALS
2. IMPLEMENTATION / DEMO SITES
2.A MASUPHA
2.A.1. Alien management

2.B MVENYANE
B.2.1. Alien management

2.C MATATIELE-CEDARVILLE
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